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Abstract

Application-level network traffic analysis and sophisti-
cated analysis techniques such as machine learning and
stream data processing for network traffic require consid-
erable computational resources. In addition, developing
an application protocol analyzer is a tedious and time-
consuming task. Therefore, we propose a scalable and
flexible traffic analysis platform (SF-TAP) that provides
an efficient and flexible application-level stream analy-
sis of high-bandwidth network traffic. Our platform’s
flexibility and modularity allow developers to easily im-
plement multicore scalable application-level stream an-
alyzers. Furthermore, SF-TAP is horizontally scalable
and can therefore manage high-bandwidth network traf-
fic. We achieve this scalability by separating network
traffic based on traffic flows, forwarding the separated
flows to multiple SF-TAP cells, each of which consists
of a traffic capturer and application-level analyzers. In
this study, we discuss the design and implementation of
SF-TAP and provide details of its evaluation.

1 Introduction

Network traffic engineering, intrusion detection systems
(IDSs), intrusion prevention systems (IPSs), and the like
perform application-level network traffic analysis; how-
ever, this analysis is generally complicated, requiring
considerable computational resources. Therefore, in this
paper, we propose a scalable and flexible traffic analy-
sis platform (SF-TAP) that runs on commodity hardware.
SF-TAP is an application-level traffic analysis platform
for IDSs, IPSs, traffic engineering, traffic visualization,
network forensics, and so on.

Overall, two problems arise in application-level net-
work traffic analysis. The first is the difficulty in man-
aging various protocols. There are numerous application
protocols, with new protocols being defined and imple-
mented every year. However, the implementation of ap-

plication protocol parsers and analyzing such programs
is a tedious and time-consuming task. Thus, a straight-
forward implementation of a parser and analyzer is cru-
cial for application-level network traffic analysis. To en-
able such a straightforward implementation, approaches
using domain-specific languages (DSLs) have been pre-
viously proposed. For example, BinPAC [24] is a parser
for application protocols that are built into Bro IDS soft-
ware. Wireshark [38] and Suricata [34] are binding Lua
languages, with analyzers that can be implemented in
Lua. Unfortunately, DSLs are typically not sufficiently
flexible because there is often the requirement that re-
searchers and developers want to use specific program-
ming languages for specific purposes such as machine
learning.

The second problem with application-level network
traffic analysis is the low scalability of conventional soft-
ware. Traditional network traffic analysis applications
such as tcpdump [35], Wireshark, and Snort [33] are
single threaded and therefore cannot take advantage of
multiple CPU cores when performing traffic analysis.
With the objective of improving the utilization of CPU
cores, several studies have been conducted and software
solutions have been proposed. For example, for high-
bandwidth and flow-based traffic analysis, GASPP [36]
exploits GPUs and SCAP [25], which utilizes multiple
CPU cores, implements a Linux kernel module. Al-
though it is important to reconstruct TCP flows effi-
ciently, the efficiency of a parser or analyzing programs
is more critical because they require more computational
resources for performing such deep analysis as pattern
matching or machine learning. Therefore, multicore
scaling is required for both TCP flow reconstruction and
traffic-analyzing components to enable the analysis of
high-bandwidth traffic. In addition to multicore scalabil-
ity, horizontal scalability is important for the same rea-
son. To support the deep analysis of high-bandwidth
network traffic to be performed easily and cost effec-
tively, the corresponding application-level analysis plat-
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Figure 1: High-level Architecture of SF-TAP

form must have horizontal scalability.
Given the abovementioned issues, in this study, we

discuss the design and implementation of SF-TAP for
high-bandwidth application-level traffic analysis. SF-
TAP adopts a flow abstraction mechanism that abstracts
network flows by files, much like Plan 9 [28], UNIX’s
/dev, or the BSD packet filter (BPF) [19]. Using the inter-
faces, analyzing logic developers can rapidly and flexibly
implement application-level analyzers in any language.
Furthermore, L3/L4-level controlling and application-
level analyzing components are separate given the mod-
ularity of the architecture. As a result of this design, ana-
lyzing components can be flexibly implemented, dynam-
ically updated, and multicore scalable.

Note that our proof-of-concept implementation is dis-
tributed on the Web (see [32]) under BSD licensing for
scientific reproducibility, and thus, it is freely available
for use and modification.

2 Design Principles
In this section, we discuss the design principles of SF-
TAP, i.e., the abstraction of network flows, multicore
scalability, horizontal scalability, and modularity.

First, we describe the high-level architecture of SF-
TAP, which is shown in Figure 1. SF-TAP has two main
components: the cell incubator and flow abstractor. We
call a group that consists of a flow abstractor and analyz-
ers a cell. The cell incubator provides horizontal scala-
bility; thus, it captures network traffic, separates it on the
basis of the flows, and forwards separated flows to spe-
cific target cells. Conventional approaches using pcap or
other methods cannot manage high-bandwidth network
traffic, but our approach has successfully managed 10
Gbps network traffic using netmap [30], multiple threads,
and lightweight locks.

Furthermore, by separating network traffic, we can
manage and analyze high-bandwidth network traffic us-
ing multiple computers. By providing multicore scalabil-
ity, the flow abstractor receives flows from the cell incu-
bator, reconstructs TCP flows, and forwards the flows to
multiple application-level analyzers. The multicore and
horizontally scalable architectures enable application-
level traffic analysis, which requires considerable com-
putational resources, to be performed efficiently.

2.1 Flow Abstraction

DSL-based approaches have been adopted in several ex-
isting applications, including the aforementioned Wire-
shark, Bro, and Suricata. However, these approaches are
not always appropriate because different programming
languages are suitable for different requirements. As
an example, programming languages suitable for string
manipulation, such as Perl and Python, should be used
for text-based protocols. Conversely, programming lan-
guages suitable for binary manipulation, such as C and
C++, should be used for binary-based protocols. Fur-
thermore, programming languages equipped with ma-
chine learning libraries should be used for machine learn-
ing.

Therefore, we propose an approach that abstracts net-
work flows into files using abstraction interfaces, much
like Plan 9; UNIX’s /dev; and BPF, to provide a flexible
method for analyzing application-level network traffic.
Using these abstraction interfaces, various analysts such
as IDS/IPS developers or traffic engineers can implement
analyzers using their preferred languages. Flexibility is
of particular importance in the research and development
phase of traffic analysis technologies.
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2.2 Multicore Scalability
To analyze high-bandwidth network traffic efficiently,
many CPU cores should be utilized for the operation of
both TCP/IP handlers and analyzers. We achieve mul-
ticore scalability through our modular architecture and
threads. More specifically, the flow abstractor is mul-
tithreaded with modularity that allows analyzers to be
CPU core scalable.

2.3 Horizontal Scalability
Application-level analyzers require substantial computa-
tional resources. For example, string parsing is used to
analyze HTTP messages, pattern matching via regular
expressions is used to filter URLs in real time, and ma-
chine learning techniques are applied to extract specific
features of network traffic. In general, these processes
consume a considerable amount of CPU time.

Accordingly, we propose a horizontally scalable archi-
tecture for high-bandwidth application-level traffic anal-
ysis. The horizontal scalability allows the analyzers,
which consume considerable computational resources, to
be operated on multiple computers.

2.4 Modular Architecture
The modularity of our architecture is an important factor
in providing multicore scalability and flexibility. In ad-
dition, it offers some advantages. In the research and de-
velopment phase, analyzing components are frequently
updated. However, if an update is required, traditional
network traffic analysis applications, which are mono-
lithic, such as Snort or Bro, must halt operation of all
components, including the traffic capturer.

We therefore propose a modular architecture for net-
work traffic analysis that allows network traffic capturing
and analyzing components to be separate. Thus, mod-
ularity allows traffic analysis components to be easily
updated without impacting other components. Further-
more, bugs in applications still under development do not
negatively affect other applications.

2.5 Commodity Hardware
Martins et al. [18] indicated that hardware appliances are
relatively inflexible and the addition of new functions is
not easily accomplished. Furthermore, hardware appli-
ances are very expensive and not easily scaled horizon-
tally. To address these problems, software-based alter-
natives running on commodity hardware, including net-
work function virtualization (NFV) [22], are now being
developed. We propose a software-based approach that
runs in commodity hardware environments to achieve
flexibility and scalability similar to those of NFV.

3 Design
In this section, we describe the design of SF-TAP.
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Figure 2: Architecture of SF-TAP

3.1 Design Overview
Figure 2 shows the architecture of SF-TAP. SF-TAP con-
sists of four planes: the capturer, separator, abstractor,
and analyzer planes. Each is described below. The cap-
turer plane is a plane for capturing network traffic. More
specifically, this plane consists of a port-mirroring mech-
anism of L2/L3 switches, an SSL proxy to sniff plain
text, and so on. The separator plane is a plane that pro-
vides horizontal scalability for high-bandwidth network
traffic analysis. This plane separates network traffic into
L3/L4 levels, forwarding flows to multiple cells, each of
which consists of the abstractor and analyzer planes.

The abstractor plane is a plane for network flow ab-
straction. This plane defragments IP fragmentations,
identifies flows at the L3/L4 level, reconstructs TCP
streams, detects the application protocol using regular
expressions, and outputs flows to the appropriate abstrac-
tion interfaces. Traffic analyzer developers can develop
analyzers by accessing the interfaces provided by this
plane. Finally, the analyzer plane is a plane for analyz-
ers developed by SF-TAP users. Users can implement
analyzers in any programming language.

In this study, we focus on the separator and abstractor
planes because the components of the capturer plane are
well known and analyzers of the analyzer plane are de-
veloped by SF-TAP users. In the subsections that follow,
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1 http:
2 up: ’ˆ[-a-zA-Z]+ .+ HTTP/1\.(0\r?\n|1\r?\n([-a-zA-
Z]+: .+\r?\n)+)’

3 down: ’ˆHTTP/1\.[01] [1-9][0-9]{2} .+\r?\n’
4 proto: TCP # TCP or UDP
5 if: http # path to UNIX domain socket
6 nice: 100 # priority
7 balance: 4 # balanced by 4 IFs
8
9 torrent_tracker: # BitTorrent Tracker

10 up: ’ˆGET .*(announce|scrape).*\?.*info_hash=.+&.+
HTTP/1\.(0\r?\n|1\r?\n([-a-zA-Z]+: .+\r?\n)+)’

11 down: ’ˆHTTP/1\.[01] [1-9][0-9]{2} .+\r?\n’
12 proto: TCP
13 if: torrent_tracker
14 nice: 90 # priority
15
16 dns_udp:
17 proto: UDP
18 if: dns
19 port: 53
20 nice: 200

Figure 3: Configuration Example for Flow Abstractor

we describe the design of the flow abstractor and cell in-
cubator and show an example of an analyzer for HTTP.

3.2 Flow Abstractor Design
In this section, we describe the design of the flow ab-
stractor, as shown in Figure 2, and explain its key mech-
anisms using the example configuration file shown in
Figure 3. For human readability, the flow abstractor
adopts YAML [39] to describe its configuration. Using a
top–down approach, the flow abstractor consists of four
components: the IP packet defragmenter; flow identifier;
TCP and UDP handler; and flow classifier.

3.2.1 Flow Reconstruction
The flow abstractor defragments fragmented IP packets
and reconstructs TCP streams. Thus, analyzer develop-
ers need not implement the complicated reconstruction
logic required for application-level analysis.

The IP packet defragmenter shown in Figure 2 is
a component that performs IP packet defragmentation.
Defragmented IP packets are forwarded to the flow iden-
tifier, which identifies the flow as being at the L3/L4
level. We identify flows using 5-tuples consisting of the
source and destination IP addresses, source and destina-
tion port numbers, and a hop count, which is described
in Section 3.2.2. After the flows have been identified,
the TCP streams are reconstructed by the TCP and UDP
handler, and then, the flows are forwarded to the flow
classifier.

3.2.2 Flow Abstraction Interface
The flow abstractor provides interfaces that abstract
flows at the application level. For example, Figure 2
shows the TLS and HTTP interfaces. Furthermore, in
Figure 3, the HTTP, BitTorrent tracker [2], and DNS in-
terfaces are defined.

1 $ ls -R /tmp/sf-tap
2 loopback7= tcp/ udp/
3
4 /tmp/sf-tap/tcp:
5 default= http2= ssh=
6 dns= http3= ssl=
7 ftp= http_proxy= torrent_tracker=
8 http0= irc= websocket=
9 http1= smtp=

10
11 /tmp/sf-tap/udp:
12 default= dns= torrent_dht=

Figure 4: Directory Structure of Flow Abstraction Inter-
face

The flow classifier classifies flows of various appli-
cation protocols, forwarding them to flow abstraction
interfaces, which are implemented using a UNIX do-
main socket, as shown in Figure 4. The file names of
the interfaces are defined by items of if; for example,
on lines 5, 13, and 18 in Figure 3, the interfaces of
HTTP, BitTorrent tracker, and DNS are defined as http,
torrent tracker, and dns, respectively. By providing
independent interfaces for each application protocol, any
programming language can be used to implement ana-
lyzers.

Further, we designed a special interface for flow in-
jection called the L7 loopback interface, i.e., L7 Loop-
back I/F in Figure 2. This interface is convenient for en-
capsulated protocols such as HTTP proxy. As an exam-
ple, HTTP proxy can encapsulate other protocols within
HTTP, but the encapsulated traffic should also be ana-
lyzed at the application level. In this situation, a further
analysis of encapsulated traffic can easily be achieved by
re-injecting encapsulated traffic into the flow abstractor
via the L7 loopback interface. The flow abstractor man-
ages re-injected traffic in the same manner. Therefore,
the implementation of the application-level analysis of
encapsulated traffic can be simplified, although, in gen-
eral, it tends to remain rather complex.

Note that the L7 loopback interface may cause infinite
re-injections. To avoid this problem, we introduce a hop
count and corresponding hop limitation. The flow ab-
stractor drops injected traffic when its hop count exceeds
the hop limitation, thus avoiding infinite re-injection.

In addition to the flow abstraction and L7 loopback
interface, the flow abstractor provides default interfaces
for unclassified network traffic. Using these default in-
terfaces, unknown or unclassified network traffic can be
captured.

3.2.3 TCP Session Abstraction
An example output is shown in Figure 5, with the flow
abstractor first outputting a header, which includes infor-
mation on the flow identifier and abstracted TCP event;
the flow abstractor then outputs the body, if it exists.

4
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1 ip1=192.168.0.1,ip2=192.168.0.2,port1=62918,port2=80,hop=0,l3=ipv4,l4=tcp,event=CREATED
2 ip1=192.168.0.1,ip2=192.168.0.2,port1=62918,port2=80,hop=0,l3=ipv4,l4=tcp,event=DATA,from=2,match=down,len=1398
3
4 1398[bytes] Binary Data
5
6 ip1=192.168.0.1,ip2=192.168.0.2,port1=62918,port2=80,hop=0,l3=ipv4,l4=tcp,event=DESTROYED

Figure 5: Example Output of Flow Abstraction Interface

Line 1 of Figure 5 indicates that a TCP ses-
sion was established between 192.168.0.1:62918 and
192.168.0.2:80. Line 2 indicates that 1398 bytes of data
were sent to 192.168.0.1:62918 from 192.168.0.2:80.
The source and destination addresses can be distin-
guished by the value of from, and the data length is de-
noted by the value of len. Lines 3–5 indicate that trans-
mitted binary data are outputted. Finally, line 6 indicates
that the TCP session was disconnected.

In the figure, match denotes the pattern, i.e., up or
down, shown in Figure 3, that is used for protocol de-
tection.

Managing a TCP session is quite complex; thus, the
flow abstractor abstracts TCP states as three events, i.e.,
CREATED, DATA, and DESTROYED, to reduce com-
plexity. Accordingly, analyzer developers can easily
manage TCP sessions and keep their efforts focused on
application-level analysis.

3.2.4 Application-level Protocol Detection

The flow classifier shown in Figure 2 is an application-
level protocol classifier, which detects protocols using
regular expressions and a port number. Items up and
down, shown in Figure 3, are regular expressions for
application-level protocol detection, and when upstream
and downstream flows are matched by these regular ex-
pressions, flows are outputted to a specified interface.
There are several methods for detecting application-level
protocols, including Aho–Corasick, Bayesian filtering,
and regular expressions. However, we adopt regular ex-
pressions because of its generality and high expressive
power. In addition, a port number can be used to clas-
sify flows as application-level flows. As an example, line
19 of Figure 3 indicates that DNS is classified by port
number 53.

Values of nice, which is introduced to remove ambigu-
ity in Figure 3, are used for priority rules; here, the lower
the given value, the higher the priority. For example, be-
cause BitTorrent tracker adopts HTTP for its communi-
cation, there is no difference in terms of protocol formats
between HTTP and BitTorrent tracker. Accordingly, am-
biguity occurs if rules for HTTP and BitTorrent tracker
have the same priority; however, this ambiguity is re-
moved by introducing priorities. In Figure 3, the priority
of BitTorrent tracker is configured as being higher than
that of HTTP.

3.3 Load Balancing using the Flow Ab-
straction Interface

In general, the number of occurrences of each applica-
tion protocol in a network is biased. As such, if only
one analyzer process is executed for one application pro-
tocol, the computational load will be concentrated in a
particular analyzer process. Therefore, we introduce a
load-balancing mechanism into the flow abstraction in-
terfaces.

The configuration of the load-balancing mechanism is
shown on line 7 of Figure 3. Here, the value of balance
is specified as 4, indicating that HTTP flows are sepa-
rated and outputted to four balancing interfaces. Inter-
faces http0=, http1=, http2=, and http3= in Figure 4 are
the balancing interfaces. By introducing one-to-many in-
terfaces, analyzers that are not multithreaded are easily
scalable to CPU cores.

3.4 Cell Incubator Design
The cell incubator shown in Figure 2 is a software-based
network traffic balancer that mirrors and separates net-
work traffic based on the flows, thus working as an L2
bridge. The cell incubator consists of a packet forwarder,
an IP fragment handler, and a flow separator.

The packet forwarder receives L2 frames and forwards
them to the IP fragment handler. Furthermore, it for-
wards frames to other NICs, such as the L2 bridge, if
required. Consequently, SF-TAP can be applied without
hardware-based network traffic mirroring.

An IP fragment handler is required for the flow separa-
tion of fragmented packets because these packets do not
always include an L4 header. This component identifies
packets based on the given flows even if the packets are
fragmented, forwarding the packets to the flow separator.

The flow separator forwards the packets to multiple
SF-TAP cells using flow information that consists of the
source and destination IP addresses and port numbers.
The destination SF-TAP cell is determined by the hash
value of the flow identifier.

3.5 HTTP Analyzer Design
In this subsection, we describe the design of an HTTP
analyzer, which is an example of an application-level an-
alyzer. The HTTP analyzer reads flows from the abstrac-
tion interface of HTTP provided by the flow abstractor

5
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1 {
2 "client": {
3 "port": "61906",
4 "ip":"192.168.11.12",
5 "header": {
6 "host": "www.nsa.gov",
7 "user-agent":"Mozilla\/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS

X 10.9; rv:31.0) Gecko\/20100101 Firefox\/31.0",
8 "connection": "keep-alive",
9 "pragma": "no-cache",

10 "accept": "text\/html,application\/xhtml+xml,
application\/xml;q=0.9,*\/*;q=0.8",

11 "accept-language": "ja,en-us;q=0.7,en;q=0.3", 11 "
accept-encoding": "gzip, deflate",

12 "cache-control": "no-cache"
13 },
14 "method": {
15 "method": "GET",
16 "uri": "\/",
17 "ver": "HTTP\/1.1"
18 },
19 "trailer": {}
20 },
21 "server": {
22 "port": "80",
23 "ip": "23.6.116.226",
24 "header": {
25 "connection": "keep-alive",
26 "content-length":"6268",
27 "date": "Sat, 16 Aug 2014 11:38:25 GMT",
28 "content-encoding": "gzip",
29 "vary": "Accept-Encoding",
30 "x-powered-by": "ASP.NET",
31 "server": "Microsoft-IIS\/7.5",
32 "content-type": "text\/html"
33 },
34 "response": {
35 "ver": "HTTP\/1.1",
36 "code": "200",
37 "msg": "OK"
38 },
39 "trailer": {}
40 }
41 }

Figure 6: Example Output of HTTP Analyzer

and then serializes the results into JSON format to pro-
vide a standard output. Figure 6 shows an example out-
put of the HTTP analyzer. The HTTP analyzer reads
flows and outputs the results as streams.

4 Implementation
In this section, we describe our proof-of-concept imple-
mentation of SF-TAP.

4.1 Implementation of the Flow Abstractor
We implemented the flow abstractor in C++; it depends
on Boost [3], libpcap [35], libevent [14], RE2 [29], and
yamp-cpp [40] and is available on Linux, *BSD, and Ma-
cOS X. The flow abstractor is multithreaded, with traffic
capture, flow reconstruction, and application protocol de-
tection executed by different threads. For simplicity and
clarity, we applied a producer–consumer pattern for data
transfer among threads.

The flow abstractor implements a garbage collector for
zombie TCP connections. More specifically, TCP con-

nections may disconnect without an FIN or RST packet
because of PC or network troubles. The garbage collec-
tor collects this garbage on the basis of timers, adopting a
partial garbage collection algorithm to avoid locking for
a long time period.

In general, synchronization among threads requires
much CPU loads. Thus, in the flow abstractor, we imple-
mented bulk data transfers among threads. More specifi-
cally, bulk data transfers are performed among threads if
the specified amount of data is in the producer’s queue or
the specified time has elapsed.

The performances of netmap [30] and DPDK [8] are
better than libpcap; however, we did not adopt them be-
cause of their higher CPU resource consumption and less
flexibility. Note that netmap 1 and DPDK require sig-
nificant CPU resources because they access network de-
vices via polling to increase throughput. Accordingly,
they take away CPU resources from application-level an-
alyzers, which require a substantial amount of CPU re-
sources. Furthermore, netmap and DPDK exclusively
attach to NICs; thus, other programs such as tcpdump
cannot attach to the same NICs. This is an annoyance
for network operations and for developing or debugging
network software. High throughput, if required, can be
accomplished with the help of netmap–libpcap [21].

4.2 Implementation of the Cell Incubator
The cell incubator must be able to manage high-
bandwidth network traffic, but conventional methods
such as pcap cannot manage high bandwidth. There-
fore, we took advantage of netmap for our cell incuba-
tor implementation to provide packet capturing and for-
warding. Consequently, we could implement a software-
based high-performance network traffic balancer, i.e., the
cell incubator.

The cell incubator is implemented in C++ and is avail-
able on FreeBSD and Linux. It has an inline mode and a
mirroring mode. The inline mode is a mode in which the
cell incubator works as an L2 bridge. On the other hand,
the mirroring mode is a mode in which the cell incubator
only receives and separates L2 frames, i.e., it does not
bridge among NICs (unlike the L2 bridge). Users can se-
lect either the inline or mirroring mode when deploying
the cell incubator.

The separation of network traffic is performed using
hash values of each flow’s source and destination IP ad-
dresses and port numbers. Thus, an NIC to which a flow
is forwarded is uniquely decided.

Because we adopted netmap, we require that the NICs
used by the cell incubator are netmap-available. In gen-
eral, receive-side scaling (RSS) is enabled on NICs that
are netmap-available, and there are multiple receiving

1netmap can manage packets by blocking and waiting, but this in-
creases latency.
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and sending queues on the NICs. Thus, the cell incu-
bator generates a thread for each queue to balance the
CPU load and achieve high-throughput packet manag-
ing. However, sending queues are shared among threads;
thus, exclusive controls, which typically require a heavy
CPU load, are needed. Therefore, to reduce the CPU load
for exclusive controls, we adopted a lock mechanism that
takes advantage of the compare-and-swap instruction.

4.3 Implementation of the HTTP Analyzer
For demonstration and evaluation, we implemented an
HTTP analyzer, comprising only 469 lines, in Python.
In our implementation, TCP sessions are managed using
Python’s dictionary data structure. The HTTP analyzer
can also be easily implemented in other lightweight lan-
guages. Note that the Python implementation was used
for performance evaluations presented in Section 5.

5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we discuss our experimental evaluations
of SF-TAP.

5.1 HTTP Analyzer and Load Balancing
A key feature of the flow abstractor is its multicore scal-
ability of application protocol analyzers. In this section,
we show the effectiveness of the load-balancing mecha-
nism of the flow abstractor through various experiments.
In our experiments, the HTTP analyzer was used as a
heavy application-level analyzer. Experiments were exe-
cuted using a PC with DDR3 1.5 TB memory and an Intel
Xeon E7-4830v2 processor (10 cores, 2.2 GHz, 20 MB
cache) × 4 and the Ubuntu 14.10 (Linux Kernel 3.16)
operating system.

The CPU loads of the HTTP analyzer and flow ab-
stractor when generating HTTP requests are shown in
Figure 7. In the figure, 50 HTTP clients were gener-
ated per second, with a maximum of 1,000 clients; on
average, 2,500 HTTP requests were generated per sec-
ond. Figures 7(a), (b), and (c) show CPU loads when
load balancing was executed using one, two, and four
HTTP analyzer processes, respectively.

When only one HTTP analyzer process was used, it
could manage approximately 2,500 requests per second
because of CPU saturation. However, when two pro-
cesses were used, each process consumed only approxi-
mately 50% of CPU resources (i.e., it was not saturated).
Moreover, when four processes were used, only approx-
imately 25% of CPU resources were consumed. Con-
sequently, we conclude that the load-balancing mecha-
nism is remarkably efficient for multicore scalability. In
our experiments, although the HTTP analyzer was im-
plemented in Python (a relatively slow interpreted lan-
guage), we could completely manage C10K using four
HTTP analyzer processes.

Total memory usage of the HTTP analyzer is shown
in Figure 8. When executing one, two, and four pro-
cesses, approximately 12, 23, and 43 MB memory were
allocated to them, respectively. Consequently, we con-
clude that memory usage proportionally increases with
the number of processes; however, it is probably suffi-
ciently small to allow application in the real world.

5.2 Performance Evaluation of the Flow
Abstractor

In this subsection, we show our experimental results for
the flow abstractor. These experiments were conducted
using the same PC described in Section 5.1.

Figure 9, in which CPS implies connections per sec-
ond, shows packet-dropping rates when many TCP con-
nections were generated. Here, one TCP session con-
sisted of five packets: a 3-way handshake and two 1400-
byte data packets. For comparison, we also determined
the performances of tcpdump and Snort. We specified
a 1 GB buffer for the flow abstractor and tcpdump; fur-
thermore, we specified the maximum values possible for
the elements of Snort’s configuration, such as the lim-
itation of memory usage and the number of TCP ses-
sions. Experimental results showed that tcpdump, Snort,
and the flow abstractor can manage approximately 3,200,
10,000, and 50,000 CPS, respectively. We achieved
these performances because of multithreading and bulk
data transfers described in Section 4.1. The flow abstrac-
tor completely separates capturing and parsing functions
into different threads. Furthermore, bulk data transfers
mitigated the performance overhead caused by spin lock
and thread scheduling.

Figures 10(a), (b), and (c) show CPU loads when gen-
erating 1K, 5K, and 10K TCP CPS for up to 10 M
connections, respectively. Because our implementation
maintains TCP sessions by std::map of C++, the number
of TCP connections affects the CPU load of the flow ab-
stractor. For 10K CPS, the average CPU load exceeded
100%. This shows that the flow abstractor scales up to
multiple CPU cores because of multithreading.

In Figure 10(c), after approximately 400 s, the CPU
load slightly decreased from approximately 150% to
120%. This was probably caused by our garbage col-
lection algorithm for TCP sessions. In our implementa-
tion, when the number of TCP sessions maintained by the
flow abstractor is sufficiently small, the garbage collec-
tor scans all TCP sessions; on the other hand, when the
number of TCP sessions is large, it partially scans TCP
sessions to avoid a lock being caused by the garbage col-
lector over a long time period.

Figure 11 shows CPU loads for traffic volumes of 1,
3, 5, and 7 Gbps. Here, we generated only one flow
per measurement. Given these results, we conclude that
the flow abstractor can manage high-bandwidth network
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(a) HTTP Analyzer x 1 (b) HTTP Analyzer x 2 (c) HTTP Analyzer x 4

generate 50 clients / sec, 1000 clients maximum, 2500 requests / sec on average

Figure 7: CPU Load of HTTP Analyzer and Flow Abstractor

Figure 8: Total Memory Usage of HTTP Analyzer

Figure 9: Packet Drop against CPS

traffic when the number of flows is small.
Figure 12 shows physical memory usage of the flow

abstractor when generating 10K TCP CPS. The amount
of memory usage of the flow abstractor primarily de-
pends on the number of TCP sessions. More specifically,
the amount of memory usage increases proportionally
with the number of TCP sessions.

5.3 Performance Evaluation of the Cell In-
cubator

In the experiments involving the cell incubator, we used
a PC with DDR3 16 GB Memory and an Intel Xeon E5-

2470 v2 processor (10 cores, 2.4 GHz, 25 MB cache)
and FreeBSD 10.1. The computer was equipped with
four Intel quad-port 1 GbE NICs and an Intel dual-port
10 GbE NIC. We generated network traffic consisting of
short packets (i.e., 64-byte L2 frames) on the 10 GbE
lines for our evaluations. The cell incubator separated
traffic based on the flows, with the separated flows for-
warded to the twelve 1 GbE lines. Figure 13 shows our
experimental network.

We conducted our experiments using three patterns:
(1) the cell incubator worked in the mirroring mode us-
ing port mirroring on the L2 switch; in other words, it
captured packets at α and forwarded packets to γ; (2) the
cell incubator worked in the inline mode but did not for-
ward packets to 1 GbE NICs, instead only α to β; and (3)
the cell incubator worked in the inline mode, capturing
packets at α and forwarding to both β and γ.

Table 14 shows the performance of the cell incubator.
For pattern (1), i.e., the mirroring mode, the cell incuba-
tor could manage packets up to 12.49 Mpps. For pattern
(2), i.e., the cell incubator working as an L2 bridge, it
could forward packets up to 11.60 Mpps. For pattern
(3), i.e., forwarding packets to β and γ, the cell incubator
could forward packets to β and γ up to 11.44 Mpps. The
performance of the inline mode was poorer than that of
the mirroring mode because packets were forwarded to
two NICs when using the inline mode. However, the in-
line mode is more suitable for specific purposes such as
IDS/IPS because the same packets are dropped at β and
γ. In other words, all transmitted packets can be captured
when using the inline mode.

Table 15 shows the CPU load averages of the cell
incubator when in the inline mode and forwarding
64-byte frames. At 5.95 and 10.42 Mpps, packets
were not dropped when forwarding. At approximately
10.42 Mpps, the upper limit of dropless forwarding was
reached. This indicates that several CPUs were used
for forwarding, but the 15th CPU’s resources were es-
pecially consumed.
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(a) 1K CPS (b) 5K CPS (c) 10K CPS

generate 1K, 5K and 10K CPS, 10M connections maximum

Figure 10: CPU Loads of Flow Abstractor versus CPS

Figure 11: CPU Load of Flow Abstractor versus Traffic
Volume

Figure 16 shows the CPU loads of the 15th CPU. At
5.95 Mpps, the load average was approximately 50%, but
at 10.42 Mpps, the loads were close to 100%. More-
over, at 14.88 Mpps, CPU resources were completely
consumed. This limitation in forwarding performance
was probably caused by the bias, which in turn was due
to the flow director [10] of Intel’s NIC and its driver. The
flow director cannot currently be controlled by user pro-
grams on FreeBSD; thus, it causes bias depending on net-
work flows. Note that the fairness regarding RSS queues
is simply an implementation issue and is benchmarked
for future work.

Finally, the memory utilization of the cell incubator
depends on the memory allocation strategy of netmap.
The current implementation of the cell incubator requires
approximately 700 MB of memory to conduct the exper-
iments.

6 Discussion and Future Work

In this section, we discuss performance improvements
and pervasive monitoring.

Figure 12: Physical Memory Usage of Flow Abstractor
(10K CPS)

1 GbE x 12
10 GbE x 2

α β

γ

cell incubator

Figure 13: Experimental Network of Cell Incubator

6.1 Performance Improvements
We plan to improve the performance of the flow abstrac-
tor in three aspects.

(1) The UNIX domain socket can be replaced by an-
other mechanism such as a memory-mapped file or cross-
memory attach [6]; however, these mechanisms are not
suitable for our approach, which abstracts flows as files.
Thus, new mechanisms for high-performance message
passing, such as the zero-copy UNIX domain socket or
zero-copy pipe, should be studied.

(2) The flow abstractor currently uses the malloc func-
tion for memory allocation, which has some overhead.
Here, malloc can be replaced by another lightweight
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mechanism such as a slab allocator. The replacement of
malloc by a slab allocator therefore constitutes an aspect
of our future work.

(3) The flow abstractor adopts regular expressions for
application protocol detection. We profiled the flow ab-
stractor, but at present, this is not critical. Nonethe-
less, it potentially requires high computational resources.
Thus, high-performance regular expressions should be
studied in the future. Some studies have taken advan-
tage of GPGPUs for high-performance regular expres-
sions [5, 37, 41]. The implementation of regular expres-
sions using GPGPUs is therefore another aspect of our
future work.

6.2 Pervasive Monitoring and Counter-
measures

Pervasive monitoring [9] is an important issue on the
Internet. Countermeasures against pervasive monitor-
ing include using cryptographic protocols such as SS-
L/TLS instead of traditional protocols such as HTTP and
FTP, which are insecure. However, cryptographic proto-
cols invalidate IDS/IPS, and consequently, other security

risks are incurred.
Host-based IDS/IPS is a solution to the problem, but

it is not suitable for mobile devices, which are widely
used in today’s society, because of the lack of machine
power. Therefore, new approaches such as IDS/IPS co-
operating with an SSL/TLS proxy should be studied to
support the future of the Internet. The L7 loopback inter-
face of the flow abstractor may also help future IDS/IPS
implementations to be more robust against cryptographic
protocols.

7 Related Work
Wireshark [38] and tcpdump [35] are widely used tradi-
tional packet-capturing applications, and libnids [15] is
a network traffic-capturing application that reassembles
TCP streams. The execution of these applications is es-
sentially single threaded. Thus, they do not take advan-
tage of multiple CPU cores and are therefore not suitable
for high-bandwidth network traffic analysis.

SCAP [25] and GASPP [36] were proposed for
flow-level and high-bandwidth network traffic analyses.
SCAP is implemented within a Linux kernel, taking
advantage of the zero-copy mechanism and allocating
threads for NIC’s RX and TX queues to achieve high
throughput. In addition, SCAP adopts a mechanism
called subzero-copy packet transfer using analyzers that
can selectively analyze required network traffic. GASPP
is a GPGPU-based flow-level analysis engine that uses
netmap [30]; thus, GASPP achieves high-throughput
data transfers between the NIC and CPU memory.

DPDK [8], netmap [30], and PF RING [27] were pro-
posed for high-bandwidth packet-capture implementa-
tions. In traditional methods, many data transfers and
software interrupts occur among the NIC, kernel, and
user, thus making it difficult to capture 10 Gbps network
traffic using traditional methods. Our proposed method
achieved wire-speed traffic capture by effectively reduc-
ing the frequency of memory copies and software inter-
rupts.

L7 filter [13], nDPI [20], libprotoident [16], and
PEAFLOW [7] have been proposed for application-level
network traffic classification implementations. These
methods use Aho–Corasick or regular expressions to de-
tect application protocols. PEAFLOW uses a parallel
programming language called FastFlow to achieve high-
performance classification.

IDS applications such as Snort [33], Bro [4], and Suri-
cata [34] reconstruct TCP flows and application-level
analysis. BinPAC [24] is a DSL used by Bro for proto-
col parsing; however, Snort and Bro are single threaded
and cannot manage high-bandwidth network traffic. On
the other hand, Suricata is multithreaded and manages
high-bandwidth network traffic.

Schneider et al. [31] proposed a horizontally scalable
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(a) 5.95 Mpps (b) 10.42 Mpps (c) 14.88 Mpps

Figure 16: 15th CPU’s Load of Cell Incubator (64-byte frames)

architecture that separates 10 Gbps based on the flows,
much like SF-TAP. They verified their architecture using
only 1 Gbps network traffic and are yet to verify it using
10 Gbps network traffic.

Open vSwitch [23] is a software switch that can con-
trol network traffic based on the flows, much like our cell
incubator does in our system, but its OVF CTRL cannot
manage IP fragmentation. Some filtering mechanisms
such as iptables [11] and pf [26] can also control network
traffic based on the flows, but these mechanisms cannot
manage IP fragmentation. Furthermore, these methods
are less scalable and characterized by performance is-
sues.

In Click [12], SwitchBlade [1], and ServerSwitch [17],
modular architectures were adopted to provide flexi-
ble and programmable network functions for network
switches. In SF-TAP, we adopted these ideas and pro-
posed a modular architecture for network traffic analysis.

BPF [19] is a well-known mechanism for packet cap-
turing that abstracts network traffic as files, much like
UNIX’s/dev. In SF-TAP, we adopted this idea, abstract-
ing network flows as files to achieve modularity and mul-
ticore scaling.

8 Conclusion
Application-level network traffic analysis and sophisti-
cated analysis techniques such as machine learning and
stream data processing for network traffic require consid-
erable computational resources. Therefore, in this paper,
we proposed a scalable and flexible traffic analysis plat-
form called SF-TAP for sophisticated high-bandwidth
real-time application-level network traffic analysis.

SF-TAP consists of four planes: the separator plane,
abstractor plane, capturer plane, and analyzer plane.
First, network traffic is captured at the capturer plane,
and then, captured network traffic is separated based on
the flows at the separator plane, thus achieving horizon-
tal scalability. Separated network traffic is forwarded to
multiple SF-TAP cells, which consist of the abstractor
and analyzer planes.

We provided cell incubator and flow abstractor imple-
mentations for the separator and abstractor planes, re-
spectively. Furthermore, we implemented an HTTP ana-
lyzer as an example analyzer at the analyzer plane. The
capturer plane adopts well-known technologies, such as
port mirroring of L2 switches, for traffic capturing.

The flow abstractor abstracts network traffic into files,
much like Plan9, UNIX’s /dev, and BPF; the architec-
ture of the flow abstractor is modular. The abstraction
and modularity allow application-level analyzers to be
easily developed in many programming languages and
be multicore scalable. We showed experimentally that
the HTTP analyzer we implemented as an example using
Python can be easily scaled to multiple CPU cores.

The flow abstractor takes advantage of multithreading
and bulk data transfers among threads. Thus, from our
experiments, we found that the flow abstractor can man-
age up to 50K connections per second without dropping
packets; tcpdump and Snort can manage only up to 4K
and 10K connections per second, respectively.

In addition, we showed that the flow abstraction inter-
faces can help scale the HTTP analyzer to multiple CPU
cores. Our experiments showed that our HTTP analyzer
written in Python as a single process consumed 100%
of CPU resources, but with four processes, each process
only consumed 25% of CPU resources.

The cell incubator is a component that provides hor-
izontal scalability. To manage high-bandwidth network
traffic, the cell incubator separates network traffic based
on the flows, forwarding separated flows to cells that
consist of a flow abstractor and application-level analyz-
ers. We experimentally showed that the cell incubator
can manage approximately 12.49 Mpps and 11.44 Mpps
when in the mirroring and inline modes, respectively.
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